
Dallas, Texas 75221, 
P. O. Box 3015, 
October 18, 1966. 

Mr. Harold Vielsberg, 
Hyattstown, Maryland 20734, 

My dear Mr. Weisberg: 
and sent to you a copy of 
I Xeroxed/the postage stamps, post office stamps and all endorse-

ments on the package of two copies of Whitewash. which I received at 11:20 A. M. yesterday to show you that the skulduggery of the Post Oftice Dept. 
in delayed delivery of such package was at my end of the line and not at 
yours. I have a letter sized Post Office Box so notice is placed in such box of arrival of any package too large to be placed in such box. Your 
air mail letter dated October 12, 1966 ,And mailed October 13, 1966, was 
received by me in my box when I picked/5u mail at about 8:00 A. M. o'clock, 
October 14, 1966. No notice having been placed in my box, I "buzzed" a 
clerk to the window each day beginning Saturday, October 15, 1966 and 
had such clerk to look in the mail bin for the package of books. On each 
occasion until Monday 17, 1966, the clerk so requested would go away to 
take a look at the mail bin, return shortly and state that the package 
had lt,apgAved and add that it should be in Dallas but that too many 1-.41 
aspe s/o Its having gone astray in the course of mail for speculation 
as to what had happened. On Monday, I again followed such routine and 
the clerk so requested to look far the package, went first to the mail bin, 
then to my box and then returned with the package and delivered same to 
me. It was the plan to leal.e the package in the post office for the reouired 
length of time and then return same to you because it was refused or non-
deliverable. Such is a familiar pattern to me as it has been going on far 
many years on account of the efforts in which I halos. been so long engaged. 
I encliee to you a copy of a letter which I wrote to the Nobel Peace 
Institute under date of October 22, 1965, with exhibits. It was most strong. 
ly  desired by persons in high federal officialdom that packages (4), (5) 
and (6) not reach destination. On November 26, 1966, long after the prize had been awarded to UNICEF, I requested the Dallas Post Office to trace 
such packages, following which all of same came back to me from New York. 
Under postal regulations or policies no request for tracing a lost package such as those indicated will be entertained until the expiration of thirty days from mailing. I tell you about my experience so that you will under-
stand that I may or may not be able to get a package of material, which 
will include among several other items, a copy of Whitewash, through to 
the Peace Institute at Oslo, Norway. I have considered trying to get it 
handled through the Norwegian Consulate or Embassy or U. N. Offices but I do not know whether such an effort would be efficacious or not. As al-
ways with this matter with which I have struggled so long, the right answer 
will appear at the eleventh hour. 

Also I enclose to you a sheaf of copies of correspondence which 
I have had recently concerning my cosmic effort. The magnum opus which will result from the long term effort will be the open letter to the 
President of the United States and the Premier of Russia which is mentioned 
and described in my letter to the British Consulate under date of September 
23, 1966. The first letter appearing in such copies, which is dated 
September 30, 1966, was written to a member of Congress who is a life long 
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friend. In response, he sent me the list with the material endorsed there-on in pen and ink. I am inclined to think that he had some person of the stenegraph level of competence to do the job which ,I requested and 
that sucherson cop 	auglterial from Internatia7Handbook of Universitie

p
s, Common*eiith7teftMook and American Universities and Colleges by Carrter as I had such works available to me at the local public library and all of such material penned on the list seems to be the same as is shown in the named works. Such is not adequate to satisfy my requirements. I have in mind to copyright such open letter before it is mailed in every manner which would tend to provide protection of my authorship around the globe as I have no doubt that the system of concepts stated therein will have validity absolutely; the statement of such system of concepts will have universality in every respect, which will necessarily include a generalization of every field of human knowledge into a continuous and integrated pattern and if I am correct in such views, such open letter and its content will be of Earth wide interest for all times henceforth. For such reason I must have all information requested of my Congressman friend, the British Consulate and Proffessor Mamantov from the most authoritative and careful source possible. To emphasize and make clearer precisely what I have in mind,.the British Consulate gave me the names and all proper initials of titles and degrees of the administrative heads of the four British Universities included in the list. My Congressman friend gave the names but not the initials of the titles and degrees nor the precisely proper addresses of the persons of high official canccity in the govern-ment of England who are shown as the heads of such universities in the Commonwealth Universities Yearbook. Mile my inclination has been to send the copy of the open letter to those persons indicated en the list in 

pen and ink because such letter concerns those of highest authority in 
all governments around the world, I will send it to these persons whose names and addresses are shown in the letter from the British Consulate. I wish to have from some person who knows with authoritativeness the information from the standpoint of the institutions and persons shown on the list, the counterpart of the information which was furnished me by the British Consulate with respect to the four British Lniversities. As I stated in my letter to Professor Mamantov, I have the impression that any title or salutation to the Premier of Russia that tends appreciably' to sloes distinction would be out of good taste. I have had no response from Professor Mamantev which is no surprise as any courtesy shown me in connection with my effort could cause him to lose his job. Between the British, whose protocol requires a most precise statement of the names, addresses, initials of titles and degrees without underdeing or overdoing and the Russians whose protocol requires the same precision without any tendency to indication of class distinction, all other institutions and persons both without and within the United States must as a matter of protocol be precisely tailored in order for the balance which I have in mind to be accomplished. If any person or institution shown on the list is underbuttered or overbuttered as to name, position titles or degrees, the effort will be lacking in balance and dignity. I am aware that what I have in mind is a job for an authority on protocol and that I, no doubt, will have to be satisfied with less than the ideal. Notwithstanding such, however, Iwant a result which will be entitled to respect as a part of the effort with which I am concerned. All of this is to inquire of you whether you have in mind or without undue effort can find out who can do the job 
which I have in mind as I have same in mind and if either, request that you advise me or have such person advise me what such job would cost. I want thy: list prepared precisely as same should be printed at the bottom of 
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such open letter. Also I would like for such person to and to the list, 
the name, address, etc. of the most prestigious university in Switzerland, 
India, China, Australia and other countries who have appreciable media 
for the transmission of information of public interest to their citizens 
as the effort should also have balance in Earth wide coverage as it is 
of Earth wide interest. The total number of institutions and personages 
to whom copies of the joint letter will be sent will not be appreciably 
greater than sixty. Perhaps far too many universities within the United 
States are included in the list. It is my hope that the news media of 
countries outside the United States will publicize the contents of such 
letter soon after its recipt and that in consequence thereof, the news 
media of the United States will be compelled to publicize same within the 
United States. Publication thereof with? 1 Oeallfittaaqff,egtFlpltain 	

' harder than its publication outside the Uhat.e 	a es o I per hp 	ea e  
the list too heavily with American Universities. My telephone number is 
Emerson-9-2280 and my residence address is 32352 Rosedale, Dallas, Texas 
75205. If you should find a person suitable for the job, who wishes to call 
me in order to clear up an aspect not made clear by this communication 
to you, then such person may feel free to call me collect at such number. 
I am always at home nights and on rarest occasions durina the day time. 
Your description on your letter to me of your lack of income for an extend-
ed period of time which brings on a lack of everything else very accurately 
describes my situation during the last more than fifteen years so I do not 
wish to incur any expenses which can be as well avoided or which are 
greater than xy poverty ridden existence can stand. Like you, I am 
striving and hoping for a break through which will bring me better days. 

Vrith respect to the matters mentioned in the last paragraphs 
of the second page of your letter, I wish to state that I will not be 
able to help you in connection with same until I have completed and 
placed in circulation the open letter to the President ef the United 
States and the Premier of Russia because-except when for reasons I become 
physically uncomfortable from hunger, fatigue and the like to such extent 
that my mental processes are interrupted or distorted, I never permit 
my mind to deviate from the completion of such letter. I have no particular 
extraordinary ability except in one respect--the power of absolute and 
continuous concentration on a particular problem to be solved. The oligar-
chical set up here, which perhaps is the most thoroughly and precisely 
organized of any of its kind in the entire world, is aware of my such 
extraordinary trait and in efforts to exploit it, every gimmick of frustra-
ti©n which has ever in the history of mankind, caused a human being to go 
beserk or stray from his fixed proper course, has been-during the more 
than fifteen years course of my effort and will continue to be until the 
break through-which is near at hand-implemented against me. Though it may 
seem paradoxical, such course se implemented against me by the oligarchi-
cal set-up has been an indispensable ingredient in my efforts to the suc-
cessful conclusion which is at hand because new concepts which is the es-
sence of the objective of my efforts can be formulated only by a frustrat-
ed mind. The general unpleasantness that such course arainst me has caused 
is also a concomitant of the process of formulating new concepts and with 
the end of frustration and general unpleasantness, creativeness ends. 

I am sure that you wish the further material to be had here in 
Dallas at great risk and danger for use in your other book now being 
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written and time may be of the essence of its obtention. If it will not 
interferetho greatly with your further progress in your writing, it would 
be much better from my standpoint for us to discuss what you have in mind 
when I am in Washington, which should be-at the most-no longer than thirty 
days hence and pursue the matter thence. I can assure you that I have no 
fear of personal danger as insinuated threats on my life are a common place 
with me. I am a West Pointer and you know that the view point must be a 
disregard of personal danger as life's end at any time, while not wished 
by a West. Pointer any more thanYiany other person, must be accepted as 
an ingredient of his daily life. If you consider. that efforts to obtain 
the considered material should be pursued at once, then so write me and 
I will give some thought as to how such can be done with prudence and 
effectiveness. You must bear in mind that any mail from me or to me is 
read in postal transmission and if its contents seem important to certain 
persons concerned, it is copied, delayed or prevented of transmission 
altogether. I do not know about my telephone. 

I have placed one copy of Whitewash in the hands of a person of 
executive level with a local book store with explanations of the efforts 
to suppress such book in the Dallas Area. Such person advised that she had 
little hope that the store of her connection would be able to handle it 
but that after reading it, she would perhaps be able to refer me to a 
store in Dallas which would handle it. I will continue my efforts if no 
handler is developed from the above mentioned person's advice. Aldredge's 
Book Store which is most inaccessible to the main stream of the general 
public advised me that they have had a brisk request for the book and that 
they have been getting their supply from brokers,. 

I am sorry to have worn you out by this letter of undue length. 

I am, Sir, 

Very respect 	yours, 


